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Abstract 
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is an attractive method for simulating unsteady flows with free-surfaces due to its 
Lagrangian form. Free-surface tracking or capturing is not required and hence arbitrarily complex free-surface deformations can 
be handled automatically.Traditionally, the simulation of incompressible fluid flow by the SPH method has been through a 
weakly compressible SPH formulation (WCSPH) which has low accuracy in predicting force and pressure. To overcome the 
limitations of the WCSPH formulation, a truly incompressible approach has been developed and proved to be  more accurate and 
stable for many problems. In this paper a fully incompressible SPH method is applied to simulate violent interactions between 
free-surface and body. The calculation of forces on rigid body is improved for higher accuracy. Improved position correction 
technique is applied in moving boundary condition. Stability and accuracy of the present ISPH scheme are tested by dam 
breaking and water entry , and the results agree well with both experimental data and other numerical results.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of The Chinese Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (CSTAM). 
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1. Introduction 
The violent wave impact are very important in ocean engineering including the various shapes of objects 
dropping onto water surface[1], green water loading on the deck equipment[2], water waves striking on the ship 
side[3]and so on. In ocean engineering realm, such phenomena are always accompanied with large deformation of 
free surface, splashing and fragmentation of water waves[4], which make traditional method encounter a lot of 
difficulties. 
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Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian meshless partilcle method developed in recent years, 
and has been widely applied to simulate the large deformation problems and free surface flow [5][6]. Though the 
SPH method has been widely applied to different areas, it is associated with some inherent numerical problems. One 
notable problem is low accuracy when calculating the pressure. The incompressible SPH method calculate the 
pressure by solving the Poisson equation which is different from the traditional SPH method by solving the equation 
of state. And it is proved to be more stable and accurate. 
The boundary implementation is a challenge for the SPH algorithm. Various solid wall boundary methods have 
been introduced, including the repulsive force boundary[7], the mirroring ghost boundary[8], the fixed ghost 
boundary[9], the dummy particle boundary[10] and so on. Additionally, in the ISPH algorithm, particles move along 
the streamlines when the Lagrangian-form Navier-Stokes equations are solved accurately. Hence, particle clustering 
cannot be avoided. This can lead to particles distributing extremely uniform. 
This paper suggests an incompressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics (ISPH) method for the study of 
interactions between free-surface and body. In this method we use the mirroring ghost boundary method and give a 
special treatment in angular point especially the over mirroring area [11]. In order to avoid instability through 
clumping or stretching, position correction[12] is used to give a more uniform distribution at the end of each time-
step, with hydrodynamic variables being corrected to account for their change in position through interpolation. In 
the end, two kind of interactions between free surface and body are presented: one is fixed boundary and the other is 
moving boundary. 
2.  Methodology  
2.1. SPH algorithm 
In SPH framework, the mass and momentum equations of Lagrangian form are represented as 
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In the incompressible SPH the fluid density is considered as a constant, so Eq.(1) can be written as  
0  u                                                                                                                                                                          (3) 
The computation in the ISPH method is composed of two basic steps. In the prediction step, an intermediate 
particle velocity and position are obtained by 
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The velocity change during the correction step is  
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Combined Eq.(3) and Eq.(7), it can get the pressure Poisson equation, which can be shown as  
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Similarly, Shao and Lo [13] proposed a projection-based to impose density invariance, the equation can be 
written as below 
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  Zhang[14] proposed to use the equation mixed by Eqs.(10) and (11) as below  
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2.2. Position correction 
In the interactions between free surface and body, particle clustering and scattering cannot be avoided. It  will 
affect the judgment of the free surface of particles which is important to the ISPH method. To make the particle 
distribution more uniform, position correction is introduced by Peter K. Stansby. The position correction is based on 
Fick's law and the particles shift irG  along the particle concentration gradient at the end of each time-step, from 
regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration. irG is defined as  
iii
CtuAhr ' &G                                                                                                                                             (13) 
where A is a dimensionless constant that is independent of the problem setup and discretisation.  A value of A =2 
has been found to provide a good compromise and has been used for all problems presented here. h is the particle 
spacing and C  is theconcentration (which can be taken to be the sum of the kernel function). 
3. Numerical tests  
3.1 Dam breaking 
The dam breaking is a classical model in computational fluid mechanics and has been simulated by many 
methods. It is a violent wave impact on fixed boundary. In the first part we simulate it by ISPH and compare the 
result with WCSPH and experiment result. The sketch of dam breaking is shown in Fig.1. In this case, 
ma 2 , aH 5.0 , HD 366.5 , ah 05.02  . This scale is the same as Colagrossi[15] and it can also check the 
time history of pressure with experimental results. The particle number of standard SPH and ISPH is the same, 
which is 120×60. Fig.2 gives the time history of point 2p  pressure on right vertical wall. It can be seen that the ISPH 
result is more smooth than the WCSPH and has a good agreement with the experiment result. Figure 3 gives the 
snapshot of pressure contour at different time. Non-dimensional time is expressed as agtt 2/~   and the time is 
0.156s, 3.36s and 7.44s. 
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                      Fig.1. Sketch of dam breaking model                                        Fig.2. Comparison of pressure history on
2P  with  WCSPH,  
                                                                                                                                                ISPH and experimental results 
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                             (a)                                                      (b)                                                       (c) 
Fig.3. Snapshot of pressure contour at different time  
 
In order to test the convergence of the present SPH scheme, three numerical tests are run by changing the height 
of dam from H a , 2H a and 4H a . Particle number of H a is changed to 400, 1600, 4900, particle number 
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of 2H a is changed to 800, 3200, 9800, and particle number of 4H a is changed to 1600, 6400, 19600. In the part 
of convergence test, it uses the time history of pressure at point 1p  on left wall and do not consider the effect of wall 
impact of right wall. The height of 1p is 1h ,which is fixed at 1 0.1h a . The results of pressure history on 1p can be 
shown in Fig.4. It can be seen that the peak of pressure value is changed to the height of water column and the 
maximum pressure and water column has a linear relationship. The pressure peak of each column is about 0.4, 0.8 
and 1.6 and the results become more smooth with the particle spacing decrease. 
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Fig.4. Time history of point 
1P  with different water column heights and different particle numbers. 
3.2 Water entry 
In this section we consider the forced entry of a wedge into initially still water and the results are compared with 
the similarity solution by O. Faltinsen[16]. The wedge has a prescribed constant vertical velocity, V. We consider 
three different deadrise angles equal to q30 , q45 , and q60  (where the deadrise angle is defined as the angle 
between the inclined surface of the wedge and the horizontal). The numerical water tank is 2m wide and 1m deep, 
and a particle spacing of 05.0 dx m is selected. In total, 20000 particles are used in the simulation. During the 
initial stages of impact (i.e. before jet flow separation) the normalised free-surface elevation and surface pressure 
coefficient distribution are independent of the penetration depth. When making comparisons with the asymptotic 
solutions, the final time step prior to flow separation was therefore selected. 
         
                            
                               (a)                                                           (b)                                                     (c) 
Fig.5. Wedge with 30edeadrise angle, dropping into initially still water.  
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Fig.6. Pressure distribution along inclined surface of wedge for three different deadrise angles. 
 
     From the ISPH simulation (with the deadrise angle set to 30e), the computed particle snapshots during the 
wedge entry are shown in Fig. 5, for several time steps.  It shows that when the wedge touches on the water surface, 
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the strong impact generates a large free surface deformation, with the water splash running out along the wedge 
boundary, The water is pushed up but it attaches to the boundary and plunges to the water surface. However, we 
should note that the simulated water splash-up is still weaker due to the lower particle resolution. We didn't attempt 
a higher particle resolution because of the constraint of Compaq Visual Fortran. Fig. 6 shows the pressure 
distribution along the inclined surface for the three deadrise angles considered ( q 30a , q 45b , q 60c ). It 
can be seen that the calculated curve is smooth and has a good agreement with the similarity solution. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we simulate the violent wave impact on fixed boundary and moving boundary by incompressible 
SPH method. A position correction is used to make the particle distribution more uniform which can get stable and 
reliable results for impact problem. At last, the numerical simulation shows that the result we got has a good 
agreement with the experiment. 
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